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Abstract

N-Carboxyanhydrides of amino acids (NCAs) are very reactive monomers able to polymerize into oligopeptides. They are
assumed to be prebiotic precursors of the first polypeptides. Few reports have been published on the study of NCA
polymerization in aqueous solution. In this work, a kinetic study focused on the hydrolysis of NCA and its coupling with
amino acids and homopeptides (up to tripeptide) was carried out, taking L-valine derivatives as model compounds. For that
purpose, capillary electrophoresis appeared to be an effective and reliable technique for the measurement of the kinetic
constants. The electrophoretic separation conditions, the procedure for stopping NCA reactivity, as well as the conditions of
reaction are discussed in detail. We report the variation of the kinetic constant of the coupling reaction of the NCA of valine
with an oligovaline as a function of its degree of polymerization. Finally, a temperature study also allowed us to estimate the
activation energies associated with the NCA of valine hydrolysis and its coupling reaction with valine.  2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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etc.) can potentially be produced in the absence of1. Introduction
life, either on Earth or in space.

However, life relies on huge molecular complexi-For several decades, since Miller’s experiment [1],
ty. The problem comes down to understanding howprebiotic chemistry has evolved significantly. Many
the first polymers were synthesized from prebioticstudies have reported clues of how the molecular
monomeric subunits. More precisely, this workcomponents of living organisms may have been
concentrates on amino acid self-polymerization, thesynthesized abiotically. Actually, most fundamental
key to understanding how the first oligopeptidesbiomolecules (amino acids [2], purines [3], oses [4],
could have been produced from a pool of monomeric
subunits.*Corresponding author. Tel.: 133-4-6714-3427; fax: 133-4-

In previous work, it has been shown that a-amino6763-1046.
E-mail address: hcottet@univ-montp2.fr (H. Cottet). acid N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) may have been
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good candidates as prebiotic monomeric subunits [5]. 2. Theoretical
Indeed, they can be obtained under primitive con-
ditions via amino acid carbamoylation and nitrosa- All the reactions studied follow the general
tion [6]. They are very reactive amino acid deriva- scheme [24] described below:
tives, promptly hydrolyzing to give amino acids and kh

Y →X (1)polymerizing into oligopeptides as soon as they are 1

placed in aqueous solution, particularly under pre- ki

Y 1 X →X (2)biotic conditions (i.e. highly carbonated oceans [7]). i i11

In order to understand the prebiotic chemistry of
where k and k are the kinetic constants of eachh iNCAs as a whole, a precise knowledge of the
reaction step assuming that they are first-orderhydrolysis /polymerization process is necessary.
reactions [8]. The first step (Eq. (1)) represents theHowever, very few kinetic studies of the aqueous
hydrolysis of Y, the activated monomeric subunit,polymerization of NCAs leading to the measurement
such as NCA. Y hydrolysis leads to X , the unacti-1of the kinetic constants have been reported [8,9].
vated monomer, such as an amino acid. Other stepsOther works dealing with NCA polymerization in
(Eq. (2)) represent the propagation of polymeri-aqueous solution were focused on the characteriza-
zation, namely the coupling between the Y activatedtion of the oligopeptides produced, either by using
monomer and X oligomer to form the X oligomer.i i11high-performance liquid chromatography [10], or
i and i 1 1 (i $ 1) are the degrees of polymerizationliquid chromatography–mass spectrometry [11]. Fur-
(DPs) of the oligomers. The evolution of the con-thermore, kinetic studies of NCA polymerization in
centrations of the different species present can beaqueous or organic media were generally mostly
predicted by the following set of equations:focused on NCA consumption, monitored either by

infrared detection [12], or by the resulting CO ~2 y 5 2 k y 2O k yx (3a)h i i
i$1production measured by manometric [8,9,13] or

conductimetric [14] methods. ~x 5 k y 2 k yx (3b)1 h 1 1
The purpose of this work was to examine all the

kinetic aspects involved in the reactivity of NCA in ~x 5 k yx 2 k yx (i $ 2) (3c)i i21 i21 i ibuffered aqueous solution taking the NCA of L-
where y and x are, respectively, the concentrationsvaline as a model compound. Capillary electropho- i

of reactants Y and X . Usually, such equations cannotresis (CE) appeared to be an appropriate separation i

be solved easily nor exactly. Thus, approximationstechnique for this purpose. Indeed, CE was the
have to be made according to each initial experimen-method of choice for the separation and quantifica-
tal condition.tion of the different species produced from the

reaction of NCA in aqueous solution [15,16]: name-
ly, amino acids and oligopeptides. The great po- 2.1. Hydrolysis of Y without any coupling
tential of CE as a separation technique for the
characterization of peptides has been extensively Initial experimental conditions are chosen so that
demonstrated, as illustrated by the numerous reviews all polymerization steps (i.e. Eq. (2)) are negligible
on this subject [17–21]. CE separation and the in comparison with hydrolysis. This situation occurs
electrophoretic behavior of homopolypeptides such for low concentrations of Y in the absence of Xi

as oligoalanines and oligoglycines have been studied (i $ 1). Eq. (3a) then reduces to:
in detail by Survay et al. [22,23]. In this work, the

~y 5 2 k y (4)helectrophoretic separation conditions were first
studied for an optimal monitoring of NCA hydrolysis which leads to the following solution:
and polymerization. Furthermore, a kinetic study of y 2k th]5 e (5)the hydrolysis of the NCA of valine and its coupling y0with the first oligomers (valine, di- and trivaline) was
carried out. where y is the initial concentration of the Y acti-0
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vated monomer. An estimation of the hydrolysis 2.3. Influence of pH on ki

kinetic constant can be obtained by plotting the
logarithm of the left-hand side of Eq. (5) as a The coupling reaction between X and Y is due to ai

function of time and by calculating the slope of the nucleophilic attack on Y by the deprotonated form of
resulting straight line. the amine end group of X . Thus, k is a highlyi i

pH-dependent kinetic constant. The higher the pH
value, the larger the kinetic constant k , due to the2.2. Hydrolysis of Y and coupling with X in
greater content of the X deprotonated form in thei

reaction medium. To go further in the modeling ofInitial conditions are chosen such that all coupling
th the pH dependence of k , it is of interest to calculatesteps are negligible except for the n one (i.e. Eq. i

k , the intrinsic reaction constant relative to the(2) negligible for i ± n). This amounts to adding to i,corr

active deprotonated form of X . k can be calcu-the reactor low concentrations of Y with an excess of i i,corr

lated by dividing k by the molar fraction of theX , which implies in terms of concentrations x 4 y. in n
active form present in the reaction medium:Thus, it can be considered that x . x (where xn n,0 n,0

is the initial concentration of X ). Eq. (3a) then a bn x 1 xi ibecomes: ]]k 5 k (10)i,corr i bxi~y 5 2 (k 1 k x )y (6)h n n,0
a bwhere x and x are, respectively, the molar con-i iMathematically, this latter equation is similar to Eq.

centration of the acidic (i.e. protonated on its amine(4), and the expression of y /y will be comparable to0 end group) and the basic form of X . Introducing theiEq. (5), substituting k by k 5 k 1 k x :h app h n n,0 pK of the amine end group of X , Eq. (10) leads to:a i
y 2(k 1k x )t 2k th n n,0 app pK 2pH]5 e 5 e (7) ak 5 k (1 1 10 ) (11)y i,corr i0

The linearization of this equation yields an estima- From this latter equation and using the experimen-
tion of the apparent kinetic constant k . Further-app tal determination of k at a given pH, an estimationi
more, by measuring k for different x concen-app n,0 of k can be made. Furthermore, knowing ki,corr i,corr
trations, k can be derived from the slope of the linen and assuming that there is no catalytic buffer effect,
obtained by plotting k as a function of x .app n,0 the same equation can theoretically allow us to
Inserting the value of y given by Eq. (7) into Eq. estimate the kinetic constant k whatever the pHi
(3c) for i 5 n 1 1 yields: value.

2k tapp~x 5 k x y e (8)n11 n n,0 0

Initially, x 5 0 and the following expression can 3. Experimentaln11,0

be derived from Eq. (8):

3.1. CE instrumentationx 2 xn11,` n11 2k tapp]]]]5 e (9)xn11,`
Electrophoresis experiments were performed using

where x is the asymptotic concentration of x an automated CE apparatus (Beckman P/ACE MDQ,n11,` n11

for infinite time. Plotting the logarithm of the left- Fullerton, CA, USA) with a positive polarity on the
hand side of Eq. (9) versus t allows us to obtain inlet side of the capillary. A fused-silica capillary—
another estimation of k from the measurement, on 30 cm (20 cm to the detector)350 mm I.D.—wasapp

the graph, of the slope of the straight line. This latter initially conditioned with sodium hydroxide (0.1 M
estimation of k should be advantageously com- for 15 min under a pressure of 20 p.s.i.; 1 p.s.i.5app

pared with the previous one obtained using Eq. (7), 6894.76 Pa). Prior to analysis, the capillary was
and, thus, should give some credence to our ex- washed with 0.1 M phosphoric acid (20 p.s.i. for 2
perimental method. min) and background electrolyte (20 p.s.i. for 3 min).
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Furthermore, each four runs, the capillary was 3.3. Monitoring method
flushed with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide for 10 min
under a pressure of 20 p.s.i. in order to remove The reaction medium was composed of 10 ml of a
adsorbed compounds. The capillary was thermo- 0.1 M sodium dihydrogenphosphate solution con-
stated at 25.0 8C. Samples were introduced hydro- taining 0 to 0.2 M valine or oligovaline and 20 mM
dynamically by the application of a positive pressure PTMA (internal standard), adjusted to pH 6.00 with
of 0.3 p.s.i. for 3 s (¯3.5 nl of sample injected, pulverized pure NaOH. The reaction cell was ther-
¯ 1% of the capillary volume). Reaction products mostated at an accurate temperature (60.1 8C) in the

21from NCA hydrolysis and polymerization were 0–15 8C range. At time t 5 0, 25–100 ml of a 50 g l
monitored spectrophotometrically at 214 nm. The NCA solution in acetonitrile was quickly added to
experiments were carried out applying a constant the thermostated reaction cell, rather than intro-
voltage of 15 kV. The background electrolyte was ducing pure NCA crystals. Indeed, slow NCA disso-
50 mM phosphoric acid containing 50 mM sodium lution was observed when it was not dissolved
chloride, and adjusted to pH 2.50 with pulverized beforehand in acetonitrile.
pure NaOH. At various time intervals, from 30 s to 60 min

depending on the reaction rate, 200 ml of the reaction
cell were taken and mixed under stirring to 100 ml of

3.2. Chemicals

The NCA of L-valine was synthesized by reaction
of a gaseous NO/O mixture with a suspension of2

carbamoylvaline in acetonitrile [6]. Carbamoylvaline
was synthesized beforehand from the carbamoylation
of valine with KNCO [25]. White pure crystals of
NCA were obtained after recrystallization in ethyl
acetate–hexane. The purity of the NCA was checked
by nuclear magnetic resonance. Moreover, a fast
atomic bombardment ionization mass spectrometry
experiment was performed to check for the absence

2 2of residual ionic impurities such as NO or NO ,2 3

which can potentially come from NCA synthesis.
The NCA of valine could be kept under a nitrogen
atmosphere at 216 8C for a few months without any
observable degradation.

L-Valine (Val) was obtained from Acros (Geel,
Belgium), di-L-valine (Val ) and tri-L-valine (Val )2 3

from Bachem (Bubendorf, Switzerland), phenyltri-
methylammonium chloride (PTMA) and p-methoxy-
benzylamine (MBzA) from Avocado (Heysham,
UK), sodium dihydrogenphosphate (NaH PO ) from2 4

Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) and phosphoric acid
(H PO , 99.999% purity, 85%, w/w, in water) from3 4

Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Purified water de-
livered by a Milli-Q system (Millipore, Molsheim,
France) was used in all experiments except for
organic synthesis, where deionized water was suffi- Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the compounds obtained by hy-
cient. drolysis or polymerization of NCA.
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0.2 M MBzA solution in water to stop the NCA several volumes of 0.05 M MBzA solution in water
reactivity. The samples were then analyzed by CE. were added to 100 ml of a 0.007 M solution of NCA.

The time-corrected area corresponding to the deriva-
tized NCA is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the

4. Results number of equivalents of MBzA added to the
sample. As seen from Fig. 3, the reaction was found

As depicted in Fig. 1, NCA (Y) can either be to be quantitative above 10 equivalents of MBzA. In
hydrolyzed to an amino acid or be coupled with an this work, for the monitoring of NCA reactivity, 100
X oligopeptide to form the X oligomer. This set ml of a 0.2 M MBzA solution (i.e. at least 15n21 n

of reactions is due to nucleophilic attack on C . It is equivalents of MBzA considering the highest initial5

worth noting that other reactions of NCAs, involving NCA concentration) were added to stop the reaction
deprotonation of the nitrogen of the cycle, have been occurring in the 200 ml sample taken from the
reported. As these latter reactions are mainly re- reaction cell.
ported under basic and anhydrous conditions [26],
they have been neglected here. 4.1.2. CE method

Because this work was limited to valine deriva- CE conditions were optimized in order to separate
tives, the activated monomer Y (see Section 2) and quantify all the compounds produced in the
represents the NCA of valine (R5CH(CH ) in Fig. reaction cell. After the addition of MBzA to the3 2

1), while X is valine and X is oligovaline (DP5i). sample taken from the reaction medium, the possible1 i

All valine residues used in this study were L. different molecules present were: NCA of valine
derivatized by MBzA, MBzA in excess, oligovalines,

4.1. Optimization of the method for the monitoring valine, and, lastly, PTMA initially added to the
of NCA hydrolysis and polymerization reaction medium as an internal standard. PTMA was

chosen because, as a quaternary ammonium, it has
4.1.1. Stopping NCA reactivity

To quantify the NCA contained in the thermo-
stated reaction cell as a function of time, it was
important to find a reactant able to stop the NCA
reactivity. For that purpose, an excess of primary
amine ( p-methoxybenzylamine, MBzA) was added
to the sample taken from the reaction cell (see
Section 3.3). The reaction between the NCA of
valine and the primary amine [27] is depicted in Fig.
2. This derivatization reaction of the NCA was also
interesting in order to detect derivatized NCA by UV
absorbance, thanks to the benzyl chromophore.

To check the quantitativity of the latter reaction,

Fig. 3. Time-corrected areas of derivatized NCA as a function of
the number of equivalents of MBzA added to the sample.
Concentration of MBzA solution added to the NCA sample: 0.05
M in water. NCA concentration: 0.007 M in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 6.0. Electrophoretic conditions, fused-silica capillary
30 cm (20 cm to the detector)350 mm I.D.; electrolyte, 50 mM
phosphoric acid buffer containing 50 mM sodium chloride, pH
2.50; applied voltage, 115 kV; current, 120 mA; hydrodynamic

Fig. 2. Chemical reaction involved in the stopping of NCA injection 0.3 p.s.i., 3 s (¯3.5 nl of sample injected, ¯ 1% of the
reactivity (R5MeO–Ph–CH –). capillary volume); UV detection at 214 nm; temperature, 25 8C.2
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no nucleophilic properties and cannot react with
NCA. Furthermore, it is positively charged and has a
good UV response due to the phenyl chromophore.

Optimal electrophoretic conditions were found to
be 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 2.5, containing 50
mM NaCl. Indeed, derivatized NCA, valine and
oligovaline are positively charged at low pH.
Oligopeptides bore an average positive charge of
about 0.8–0.9 (see Table 1 for pK values), and werea

thus separated by their molecular masses—the larger
the oligopeptide the slower its electrophoretic migra-
tion. Due to the lower acidic pK value, valine onlya

had an average positive charge of 0.4, so that it has a
slower electrophoretic migration in comparison with

Fig. 4. Electrophoretic separation of the different species involved
the first oligopeptides (DPs#5). The electrophoretic in this work. Experimental conditions: initial NCA concentration,
separation of all the species involved in this study, 0.02 M; initial valine concentration, 0.1 M; 50 mM phosphate

buffer, pH 6.0; temperature, 30 8C; reaction stopped by mixingthat is, in the order of increasing migration time:
300 ml of 0.1 M MBzA with 100 ml of the reaction cell, at t 5PTMA (internal standard), MBzA, NCA derivatized
3 min. Same electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3. Identification:by MBzA, Val , Val , Val and Val, is shown in Fig.2 3 4 1, PTMA; 2, MBzA; 3, NCA derivatized by MBzA; 4, Val ; 5,24. Val ; 6, Val ; 7, Val.3 4

Addition of NaCl to the electrolyte was found to
avoid current instability and to limit the adsorption due to adsorption on the capillary wall, since the
of amines onto the capillary silica wall. As the peak shape was more symmetric for lower valine
addition of salt induces an increase in the electrolyte concentrations in the sample, as shown in Fig. 4.
conductivity, the applied voltage was reduced to 15
kV to avoid excessive heating of the capillary, or 4.1.3. Calibration
even current breakage. Although measurements of the kinetic constants

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the electrophero- (k and k ) did not require the calculation of absoluteh i

grams obtained at different times for the coupling of concentrations (see Section 2), the linearity of the
NCA with valine. Experimentally, 0.0035 M NCA of calibration plot was verified with standard solutions.
valine was initially added in the reaction cell to a The calibration plots were linear using PTMA as an
0.1 M solution of valine in 100 mM phosphate internal standard (10 mM) for standard solutions of
buffer, pH 6.0. As expected, the area corresponding valine (10 to 100 mM), derivatized NCA (1 to 10
to the NCA (peak 3) decreases as it reacts with mM) and divaline (0.3 to 2 mM) in the given
valine and also hydrolyzes, while peak 4, corre- concentration ranges. The corresponding correlation

2sponding to divaline, increases in intensity. The coefficients (R ) calculated by least-squares regres-
fronting shape of valine (peak 5, Fig. 5) was likely sion were, respectively, 0.996, 0.998, and 0.999. The

Table 1
pK values of valine residues taken from the literaturea

pK Conditionsa

1 2NH /NH CO H/CO Temp. Ionic strength3 2 2 2

(8C) (mM)

Valine [28] 9.68 2.30 25 20–100
Val [29] 7.97 3.39 25 1002

aVal in peptide [30] 8.20 3.20 n.a. n.a.
a Average value.
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Fig. 5. Electropherograms obtained at different reaction times for Fig. 6. Hydrolysis of the NCA of valine in aqueous solution with
the coupling of the NCA of valine with valine. Experimental (d) and without (m) phosphate buffer, pH 6. Experimental
conditions: initial NCA concentration, 0.0035 M; initial valine reaction conditions: 0.007 mM NCA of valine in pure water
concentration, 0.1 M; 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.0; tempera- adjusted to pH 6 with HCl (m) or in 100 mM phosphate buffer,
ture, 5 8C; reaction stopped by mixing 100 ml of 0.2 M MBzA pH 6 (b); temperature, 5 8C. Electrophoretic conditions: as in Fig.
with 200 ml of the reaction cell. Same electrophoretic conditions 3. For each experimental point, NCA contained in the sample was
as in Fig. 3. Identification: 1, PTMA; 2, MBzA; 3, NCA derivatized by an excess of MBzA (see text for details).
derivatized by MBzA; 4, Val ; 5, Val.2

valine at t 5 0. The deviations reported here were
run-to-run precision (n 5 10) of migration times and due to pH changes since the measured pH was not
time-corrected area ratios relative to the internal stable (60.5 pH units) during NCA hydrolysis.
standard (PTMA) was determined. Calculated values Although the final pH was identical to the starting
of the relative standard deviations (RSDs) are re- pH, pH changes occur during the reaction, due to the
ported in Table 2. The RSD values for the migration release of acidic and basic species, as already
times are good and those for time-corrected ratios are reported for the mechanism of NCA hydrolysis and
correct. On the whole, the best run-to-run precision polymerization [24]. In order to keep the pH and
was obtained for derivatized NCA. reaction rate stable, 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH

6.0, was added to the reaction medium. Under such
4.1.4. Optimization of reaction conditions conditions, no pH variations could be detected with a

In the case of NCA hydrolysis and according to pH meter and the corresponding graph in Fig. 6 is
2Eq. (5), the plot of the logarithm of NCA con- linear (R 50.997). In all NCA hydrolysis or poly-

centration versus reaction time should yield a straight merization experiments of this work, the previously
line of slope 2 k . As shown in Fig. 6, important described buffer was used.h

deviations from linearity were obtained in non-buf- Further, to measure k , the kinetic constant associ-n

fered reaction medium containing only NCA of ated with the coupling between the NCA of valine
and Val , NCA had to be initially added at lown

concentration to a buffered solution containing anTable 2
Relative standard deviations of migration times and time-corrected excess of Val .n
area ratios (A /A ) relative to PTMA. Derivatized NCA con-ref

centration, 0.007 mM; valine concentration, 0.1 M; Val con-2 4.2. Determination of khcentration, 2 mM. Electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3

Val Val Derivatized2 To determine k , the first step in this kinetic study,hNCA-Val
conditions where no polymerization step occurs had

RSD migration times (%) 0.4 3.4 1.0 to be found. Adding only NCA to the reaction
RSD A /A (%) 4.5 4.1 2.5ref medium consisting of phosphate buffer at pH 6 may
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be insufficient to avoid the first coupling step, since
amino acid produced by NCA hydrolysis may react
with NCA to form divaline. To avoid the formation
of divaline, low initial concentrations of NCA (i.e.
#0.01 M) were used. In 0.1 M phosphate buffer at
pH 6.0, no divaline formation was observed by CE
as long as the temperature did not exceed 15 8C.
Under such conditions, 99% of NCA was hydrolyzed
typically in 5 h, which is sufficiently slow to allow
the measurement of the evolution of the NCA
concentration.

The evaluation of k was performed at 5 8C byh

plotting ln( y /y ) as a function of time (Fig. 6) and0

by measuring the slope of the resulting line (see Eq.
(5) in the Theoretical section). It was found that

21k 5 0.0264 min , with a least-squares correlationh
2coefficient of R 50.996. Bartlett et al. [8] reported

the following equation giving the hydrolysis kinetic
constant for the NCA of glycine in acetate buffer, pH
4.76, at a constant 1 M ionic strength and at 0 8C:

21 2k (min ) 5 0.0168 1 0.0294[AcO ] (12)
Fig. 7. Variation of y /y (d) and x /x (m) on a linear scale (A)0 2 2,`

2 and y /y (d) and (x 2 x ) /x (m) on a logarithmic scale (B)0 2,` 2 2,`where [AcO ] is the acetate molar concentration in
during the reaction of the NCA of valine (Y) in the presence ofM. As far as the kinetic constants are comparable,
valine (X ). Experimental conditions: 0.2 M valine in 0.1 M1since the nature of the NCA, the ionic strength and phosphate buffer, pH 6.0; initial concentration of NCA of valine,

the pH are different, the two values are of the same 0.007 M; temperature, 5 8C. Electrophoretic conditions as in Fig.
3.order.

reaction time in the case of NCA coupling with4.3. Determination of kn

valine. At pH 6, 5 8C and in the presence of valine,
99% of the NCA of valine typically reacted in lessFor the measurement of k , it was not possible ton

than half an hour. As described in Section 2.2, themeasure it directly since hydrolysis cannot be neg-
slopes obtained on the logarithmic scale give anlected whatever the chosen initial conditions. How-
estimation of the apparent kinetic constant k 5ever, by mixing low NCA concentrations (i.e. app

k 1 k x . Table 3 gathers all the obtained k# 0.01 M) with an excess of X substrate (i.e. $ 7 h 1 1,0 appn

values for different initial NCA concentrations. Inequivalents of X relative to NCA), hydrolysis andn

accordance with theory, for a given initial valineNCA/X coupling were the only two reactions ton

concentration, k was found to be roughly in-take into account. Other coupling steps were as- app

dependent of the initial NCA concentration. Further,sumed to be negligible since no X (i $ n 1 2)i

by plotting k as a function of the initial valineoligomers were detectable by CE. Under these app

concentration, a least-squares linear regression leadsconditions, the ratios y /y and (x 2 x ) /x0 n11,` n11 n11,`
21 21 21to k 5 0.0267 min and k 5 0.988 min Mwere expected to follow Eq. (7) and Eq. (9), h 1

2(R 5 0.996). This latter k value is in good agree-respectively. h

ment with that previously obtained in Section 4.2,Fig. 7A shows the variation of the ratios y /y and0

which gives additional credibility to the validity ofx /x on a linear scale, and Fig. 7B gives then11 n11,`

the kinetic model.variation of the ratios y /y and (x 2 x ) /0 n11,` n11

The same procedure was used for the determi-x on a logarithmic scale as a function of then11,`
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Table 3 of k and k are of the same order since the2 321Apparent kinetic constant k (min ) for different initial con-app corresponding pK values are similar.acentrations of the NCA of valine ( y ) and of oligovalines (x ,0 i,0
2 In order to take into account the influence of thei # 3). The least-squares correlation coefficients (R ), each calcu-

difference in the pK values on the reactivity, klated on 12 experimental points, are given in parentheses. Re- a i

action conditions: 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 6; temperature, 5 values were corrected according to Eq. (11). The
8C. Electrophoretic conditions as in Fig. 3 corresponding k intrinsic kinetic constants arei,corr

reported in Table 4. It should be noted that thesey0

values are only rough estimations, since pK valuesa0.00175 M 0.0035 M 0.007 M
are given at 25 8C and 100 mM ionic strength while

x 0 M 0.0264 (0.996)1,0 the reaction was performed at 5 8C and 115 mM
0.05 M 0.0783 (0.997) 0.0795 (0.996)

ionic strength. In addition, the exact pK value in thea0.1 M 0.121 (0.998) 0.122 (0.999)
case of trivaline was not available. Nevertheless, it0.15 M 0.179 (0.996) 0.172 (0.996)

0.2 M 0.247 (0.998) 0.231 (0.999) 0.220 (0.995) was found that oligovaline is, intrinsically (8 to 15
times), less reactive than valine. Similar ratios for thex 0.025 M 0.113 (0.996)2,0

0.05 M 0.204 (0.991) intrinsic kinetic constants, ranging between 8 and 12,
were previously reported for oligoglycine (DP#3)x 0.02 M 0.108 (0.981)3,0

[3].0.05 M 0.220 (0.995)

4.4. Determination of activation energies (E )a
nation of k and k . The corresponding k values2 3 app

with the calculated correlation coefficients are given In order to be able to evaluate the kinetic constants
in Table 3. The estimated values of k (n # 3) are at any temperature, an estimation of the activationn

derived from the linearization of k values and are energies was performed in the case of the NCA ofapp

listed in Table 4. It appears from these values that valine hydrolysis and its coupling with valine. Table
there is a great difference between k and k . This 5 displays the calculated kinetic constants at different1 i$2

can be explained by the variations of the temperatures, measured in 0.1 M phosphate buffer,
pK values with DP. Indeed, the1 pH 6. These values were found to follow thea(NH / NH )3 2

pK value is lower for oligovaline than for1 Arrhenius law, and the relative activation energiesa(NH / NH )3 2

valine (see Table 1). Thus, at pH 6, larger contents were calculated by plotting the logarithm of the
21of the deprotonated form are present in the reaction kinetic constant versus T (graph not shown).

21 2medium in the case of oligovaline than for valine. As E (k ) 5 61 kJ mol (R 5 0.999) and E (k ) 5 55a h a 1
21 2a consequence, the coupling with the NCA occurs kJ mol (R 5 0.999), respectively, were calculated

more quickly in the case of oligovaline. The values
Table 5

Table 4 Kinetic constants for the NCA of valine hydrolysis and its
Kinetic constants k and intrinsic kinetic constant k for the coupling with valine at different reaction temperaturesi i,corr

coupling of the NCA of valine with Val (i # 3) at pH 6 and 5 8C. 2 a 2 bi Temp. k (R ) k (R )h 1k values were calculated by linearization of the data given in 21 21 21i (8C) (min ) (min M )
Table 3 (see text and Section 2 for more details). k valuesi,corr

were calculated using Eq. (10) 0 0.0178(0.998) 0.644(0.998)
5 0.0264(0.996) 0.988(0.996)2i k R ki i,corr 10 0.0467(0.997) 1.513(0.998)21 21 21 21(min M ) (min M )

15 0.0720(0.999)
1 0.988 0.996 4730 a NCA of valine concentration, 0.0035 M.
2 3.55 0.999 335 b NCA of valine concentration, 0.0035 M; valine concentration,a3 3.86 0.999 364

0.1 M. k was determined using the equation k 5 k 1 k x andb 1 app h 1 1,0615
after the experimental determination of k under the sameh

a Evaluated value taking pK 5pK in Table 1. conditions. Other experimental conditions were the same as ina a (Val )2b Evaluated value taking pK 5pK in Table 1. Table 3.a a (Val in peptide)
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